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ABSTRACT The adsorption of hydrophobic ions such as tetraphenylborate to thin lipid membranes is known to saturate
at -0.1 ion/(nm)2. This saturation can be quantitatively explained by electrostatic repulsion between the ions if they are
treated as discrete, mobile particles that adsorb within the lipid at least partially removed from the aqueous phases. The
electrochemical potential of the ions as a function of their surface density can be expressed as a virial expansion, which
in principle exactly describes the equilibrium properties of the physical model. The first few terms of the virial expansion
are calculated and an approximation is considered for higher-order terms. The model has only two adjustable
parameters, the depth of the adsorption sites into the lipid and the adsorption constant in the absence of repulsion. The
mobile, discrete charge model can give much better fits to the equilibrium data for tetraphenylborate adsorbed at up to
0.1 ion/(nm)2 to membranes and monolayers (Andersen et al., 1978) than those obtainable from either the smeared
charge or hexagonal lattice models.
THE VIRIAL EXPANSION FOR THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTIAL OF
ADSORBED IONS
The mutual electrostatic repulsion of hydrophobic ions
adsorbed to a single lipid-aqueous interface has already
been calculated using a simple physical model and the
technique of virial expansions (Tsien, 1978). In this model
the ions are treated as mobile discrete charges adsorbed
within a homogeneous lipid layer at a fixed distance I from
the interface with aqueous saline. Cylindrical coordinates
r, 0, z were established with the interface as the plane z = 0.
At the ion densities of interest, up to -1 ion/10 (nm)2,
typical ion separations are much greater than the Debye
length in the saline, 0.3 nm in 1 M NaCl. Therefore the
aqueous phases are treated as perfect conductors.' For
detailed justification of this approximation see Tsien, 1978.
The potential energy for the repulsion of any pair of ions is
'It is easy to relax partly this assumption that the aqueous phases have
sufficient salt to act like perfect conductors. Thus the lipid-aqueous
interface can be taken to be an isopotential surface whose electrostatic
potential and local concentration of tetraphenylborate with respect to the
bulk aqueous phases are given by the standard Gouy-Chapman formulae.
Much evidence has accumulated (McLaughlin, 1977) that a smeared-
charge Gouy-Chapman treatment is surprisingly accurate for the effects
of electrostatic fields in the aqueous phase, even if smeared charges are
inadequate to treat the much stronger effects of fields in the lipid phase.
Small correction terms have to be added to equations 3, 8, 9, 12, and 14.
Because the maximum Gouy-Chapman potential is < 10 mV at charge
densities of interest (up to 2 OC/cm2) and 1 M ionic strength, the
appearance of Figs. 2-5 is hardly altered, so for simplicity the Gouy-
Chapman correction has been left out.
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where q is the charge on each ion, e is the relative dielectric
constant of the lipid, to is the permittivity of free space, and
r is the lateral separation of the ions.
For a bilayer membrane of thickness d there is now a
second interface at z = d and a second adsorption layer at
z = d - 1. The potential energy of interaction for a pair of
ions, one of which is at cylindrical coordinates (0, 0, 1) and
the other at (r, 0, z), is (Barlow and MacDonald, 1967):
q2 0. (ki_ (k7rz \ kirr\qzp(r,z)= Z sin (kd) sin (k7d)Ko ( d ),(2)
regardless of 0. Ko is a modified Bessel function. For large
(krr/d), Ko decays approximately as (d/2kr)'12 exp
(-kirr/d), so that the series in Eq. 2 converges very
rapidly. For r > d the potential falls off quite sharply.
To help the reader get a feeling for the electrostatic pair
potentials in a monolayer and bilayer (Eqs. 1 and 2,
respectively), Fig. 1 a presents such potential energies as a
function of lateral separation r. For the equilibrium prop-
erties of the bilayer, Eq. 2 is to be evaluated for two
conditions: when the two ions are in the same adsorption
layer, i.e., both at z = I or both at z = d - 1, or when the
two ions are on opposite sides of the membrane, one at
z = 1, the other at z = d - 1.
The crucial next step is to translate Eq. 2, which gives
the electrostatic repulsion of just two ions at assumed
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FIGURE I (a) The potential energy of interaction (normalized to kT at:
2950K) of a pair of ions: , both adsorbed to the same side of the
membrane, q<p(r, 1); --- -, one adsorbed on each side, q<(r, d - 1);
* * *, both adsorbed in a monolayer, q9pj. (r). The curves have been
calculated using = 2. 1, I = 0.20 nm, and d = 3.51 nm. This value of d is
calculated from e and the observed membrane capacity of 0.53 isF/cm2
(Andersen et al., 1978). The abscissa r is the projection onto one interface
of the separation of the ions. For r << d, the other interface has little effect,
so that the solid and dotted lines converge. Similarly for r >> d, an ion on
either surface looks the same, so the solid and dashed lines converge, but
the presence of two surfaces rather than one greatly attenuates the
interaction. (b) The integrands of the configuration integrals for B20,
'bB,,, ----,and B', * based on the pair potential energies
above. (c) The second virial coefficients B20, B,, and B% as functions of
the depth of burial 1. For B20 and B' the values may be interpreted as the
area excluded to one ion by the presence of another on the same side of the
5ilayer, B20, or on a monolayer, B'. For ions on opposite sides of the
nembrane the excluded area is 'AB,, and it is 'RB,, which is plotted. Over
the entire range of B', shown, B' differs from B20 + 'AB,, by less than the
line width; for I = 0.5 nm, BR' is larger by 5%.
positions in the membrane, into thermodynamic functions
for an ensemble of >1011 ions whose positions are fluctuat-
ing unknowns. This step is easily accomplished by a virial
expansion technique (Hill, 1960) with the slight complica-
tion that the ions on each side of the membrane must be
counted separately, because the number on each side may
be different and because repulsions from across the mem-
brane are different from same-side repulsions. Thus the
electrochemical potential of the ions in the adsorption layer
z = /is
U' =U0 + kTln n' + qlAV/d + 2B20n'kT
+ B1l n"kT + 12B30n'2kT
+ B21n'n"kT + '/2B21n"2kT + * (3a)
while for the ions at z = d - 1,
A"= A + kTln n" + q(d - l)AV/d + 2B20n"kT
+ B ln'kT +3/2B3on"2kT
+ B21n'n"kT + '/2B21n'2kT + *. (3b)
In Eq. 3a and b, l° is the electrochemical potential in a
hypothetical reference state with no repulsions and n' = 1,
AV is the externally applied electric potential at z = d
relative to that at z = 0, n' is the number of adsorbed ions
per unit area at z = 1, and n" is the number at z = d - 1.
The corresponding equation of state gives the surface
pressure H for all the ions together:
ll/kT = n' + n" + B20n'2 + B1ln"'n'
+ B20n"2 + B30n'3 + B2,n' n
+ B21n'n"2 + B30n"3 + (4)
The second virial coefficients B20 and B11 may be inter-
preted approximately as indicating the area excluded to an
ion by the presence of another ion on the same side (B20) or
the opposite side (1/2B,,). These coefficients may be calcu-
lated from the potential energy between a pair of ions
using
B20 = 2 1 - exp [-q(p(r, I)/kT]l 27rrdr (5)
and
B,, = ]ji - exp [-q<p(r, d - )/kT]} 27rrdr. (6)
The higher-order coefficients are given by integrals
(Hirschfelder et al., 1954; Ree and Hoover, 1964) whose
integrands are products of factors such as those in curly
brackets in Eqs. 5 and 6.
The expression 1 - exp[-q<p/kT]} in Eq. 5 is almost
equal to 1 whenever qgp/kT> 3. Hence, as noted before for
the monolayer (Tsien, 1978), the virial coefficients and the
electrochemical potential are insensitive even to gross
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errors in the expressions used for sp whenever both they
and the true ip yield large values.2 The integrands
r[ - exp (-q.pl/kT)J are plotted for burial depth I = 0.2
nm in Fig. 1 b as a function of ion separation r for the three
different types of sp corresponding to same-side repulsion
[Vp(r, 1)], across-membrane repulsion [jp(r, d - 1)], and
monolayers [(pm(r)]. Numerical integration of the area
under each of these curves yields the values of B20, B11, and
B' at l = 0.2 nm; repeating the calculations for other
values of I yields Fig. 1 c.
In principle all the equilibrium properties of the
adsorbed ions can be calculated from the infinite series for
the electrochemical potential in Eq. 3 and the rules for
calculating the virial coefficients Bj>. These equations are
an exact statement of the mobile, discrete charge model.
Unfortunately, the higher-order virial coefficients become
rapidly more difficult to evaluate as i and j increase. Thus
B30 requires a triple numerical integration over a product of
three different factors each of the form [1 - exp(-qv/
kT)]. This calculation is still manageable by direct sum-
mation of series and was confirmed for selected values of l
by Monte Carlo methods. B30 ranges from 37 to 50% of B20
as l increases from 0.025 to 0.4 nm. B~3' was already known
to be -28% of (B' )2 (Tsien, 1978). However, our com-
puting resources proved insufficient to evaluate B40, the
sum and difference of three five-dimensional infinite inte-
grals of products of up to six of the usual factors. Because
the positive and negative contributions are large but nearly
cancelling, the net sum is particularly hard to obtain
accurately.
Truncated Viral Approximation
At sufficiently low densities n, it should be possible to
neglect the higher-order terms in Eqs. 3 and 4 whose virial
coefficients have not been calculated. We call the resulting
limiting law the truncated virial approximation.
The adsorption isotherm follows from Eq. 3 using AV =
0, n' = n" n, and an expression for the electrochemical
potential of the dilute hydrophobic ions in the aqueous
saline:
a=a'q == I°q+ kT ln c u=IA A (7)
2For lipid membranes and hydrophobic ions the electrostatic potential
energy is already large before the ions can approach each other
sufficiently closely for the short range interactions between them to have
effect. Thus B2, is determined by the electrostatic repulsion and it is large.
In contrast to the earlier treatment by Buff and Stillinger (1963) of the
much thinner (d n 0.3 nm) compact region of the double-layer, where B20
is small, here the Coulombic contribution to the integrand must not be
linearized and no expression is required for the short range interactions
(see also Levine et al., 1967). Similarly, because the experimental range
of ion densities is well below complete coverage of the surface, here again
in contrast to ions adsorbed at the mercury-water interface, it is not
necessary to complicate Eq. 3 by including an expression to allow for the
entropy of mixing of the ions with the lipid molecules (Levine et al.,
1967).
where c is the aqueous concentration. The result is
f3c = n exp[(2B20 + B,,)n + 3/2 B30 n2] (8)
where , = exp[(,4° - ,u)/kT] is the adsorption constant.
For a monolayer, 2BM replaces 2B20 + B1I in Eq. 8.
Because for l < 0.3 nm, 2BM 2B20 + B,, (see Fig. 1 c)
and Bm - B30, the truncated virial approximation, like the
smeared charge model (see Andersen et al., 1978), predicts
that the adsorption isotherm to a symmetrical membrane
when n' = n" will be the same as to a monolayer. This
approximate equality is the true justification of the then
insufficiently supported assertion (Tsien, 1978) that the
far side of a bilayer can be neglected in calculations of such
isotherms.
The densities of ions adsorbed to monolayers and
bilayers are usually not measured directly but can be
related respectively to the compensation potential and to
the amount of charge that can be transferred across the
membrane. The relation between compensation (or sur-
face) potential and concentration of adsorbed ions is the
same (Grahame, 1958) whether the ions are treated as
being discrete or smeared:
AV, = qnl/Eco. (9)
When an electric field is applied across a membrane,
hydrophobic ions such as tetraphenylborate move rapidly
between the two adsorption layers, but the total density of
adsorbed ions, n' + n" = 2n, varies very much more slowly,
so that on the time scale of the experiment it can be
considered constant. As a consequence of this redistribu-
tion between layers at l and d - 1, the external circuit must
move a charge
AQ = q(d-21)(n' - n)/d (10)
from one surface to another if constant applied potential is
to be maintained (see Andersen et al., 1978; Hladky and
Tsien, 1979). The charge transfer that would be seen in the
external circuit if all the ions could be shifted to one side is
thus
AQmax = I q (d - 21)n/d. (11)
For finite applied potentials AV, the charge transfer AQ is
given by the condition that the redistributed ions are again
effectively at equilibrium between the two adsorption
layers, i.e., ,u' = ,u". From Eq. 3a and b, the potential AV
necessary to achieve a given degree of ion transfer is given
by
qAV(d - 21)/(kTd) = ln (n'/n")
+ (2B20 - B,,)(n' - n") + 3/2B30(n'2 - n"2) . (12)
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Comparison of the Truncated Virial
Approximation and Other Models with the
Experimental Data
Does the truncated virial approximation fit the experimen-
tal data of Andersen et al. (1978)? As expected, only at low
densities, as shown in Fig. 2, which tests the approximation
on the adsorption isotherm to bilayers (Fig. 2 a), the
compensation potentials AVC on monolayers (Fig. 2 b), and
charge redistribution as a function of transmembrane
potential at one fairly high aqueous concentration (106
M) of tetraphenylborate (Fig. 2 c). Fig. 2 a shows that a
burial depth I of 0.15 nm fits the adsorption isotherm up to
10-6M but not beyond; Fig. 2 b shows that, though the low
concentration data (c < 3 x 10-7 M) can be fitted by I =
0.2-0.25 nm, all the theoretical curves seriously overesti-
mate the compensation potential AVc at high concentra-
tions. Because AVc is directly proportional to surface
charge density in a model-independent way (Eq. 9), the
truncated virial approximation evidently lets too many
charges adsorb at high aqueous concentrations. In other
words, the approximation underestimates the true repul-
sion. The same conclusion may be drawn from Fig. 2 c; I =
0.4 nm is required to account for the large experimental
reduction in the efficacy of applied potential at shifting
charge.
Figs. 3 a-c analogously test the smeared charge model
with which Andersen et al. (1978) interpreted their data
for membranes. In the present formalism the smeared
charge model is tantamount to setting B30, B21, etc. to zero
in Eq. 3 and replacing 2B20kT and B, kT by q21(d - l)/
(aod) and q212/(ecod), respectively. Fig. 3 a shows that the
smeared charge model can also fit the adsorption isotherm
up to 10-6M but not beyond, though the burial depth that
does it is only 0.025 nm, six times less than the burial depth
that works best in the truncated virial model. The pre-
dicted compensation potentials are now completely wrong,
even at the very lowest concentrations, as noted by
Andersen et al. (1978), though the error is in the opposite
direction, i.e., the model underestimates the true charge
density or overestimates the repulsion. Fig. 3 c shows that
the charge transfer curves can be fitted by I = 0.10 nm, but
this value is incompatible with the I of 0.025 nm from Fig.
3 a.
Andersen et al. (1978) noted the complete inability of
any smeared charge model to predict the observed mono-
layer compensation potentials, and therefore considered a
hexagonal lattice model as an example of a discrete charge
model. In this model, the electrostatic potential energy of
the ions is calculated by assuming that the ions are fixed on
a lattice so that each ion has six equidistant nearest
neighbors. This arrangement gives the minimum potential
energy for a given density of ions but demands complete
order (or zero entropy). It is well recognized (see Barlow
and MacDonald, 1967) that the lattice model is most
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of the predictions of the truncated virial approxi-
mation with experimental data of Andersen et al., 1978. All the theoreti-
cal curves are calculated for == 2.1 and d = 3.51 nm. (a) Comparison of
adsorption isotherms as assessed by maximum charge transfer AQ,..
when a very large potential difference is suddenly imposed. AQ,,.., is
related to n, the true density of adsorbed ions, by Eq. 1. The aqueous
concentrations c of tetraphenylborate are denoted [T0B-] with units of
moles per liter. The smooth curves are the theoretical predictions for I = 0,
0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20; 0.25, 0.30, and 0.40 nm, respectively. The
adsorption constant ,B was set to [d/(d - 21)] * 0.0432 cm as dictated by
the low-concentration experimental points. (b) Comparison of predicted
and observed compensation potentials AV, on a monolayer, as functions of
c. The I and # values are the same as in (a). (c) Comparison of predicted
and observed charge transfers, normalized to AQ,.., as a function of
applied membrane potential AV, for c = 10' M. This value of c was
chosen because it was the highest for which experimental data were
presented in Andersen et al., 1978, and shows the effects of charge
interaction most prominently.
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of the predictions of the smeared charge model
with the same experimental data as in Fig. 2. The same values of E, d, 1,
and # were assumed. (a) Adsorption isotherm; (b) compensation poten-
tials; (c) charge transfer curves.
realistic at high densities and low temperatures, and
becomes poorer when the ions have room and kinetic
energy to wander. How good is it under the present
experimental conditions? The predictions of this model are
derived in the Appendix and graphed in Fig. 4 a-c. The
predicted compensation potentials are somewhat steeper
than those from the truncated virial approximation, which
were already too steep. Finally, the charge-transfer curves
are even further to the left than for the truncated virial
approximation.
For completeness, yet another discrete charge model,
the "cut-off disk" model, is also discussed in the Appendix.
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FIGURE 4 Comparisons of the predictions of the hexagonal lattice model
with the same experimental data as in Fig. 2. The same values of 'E, d, and
0 (d 21)/d were assumed, and the same values of I have been used in
parts a and b. (a) Adsorption isotherms; (b) compensation potentials; (c)
charge transfer curves for I 0, 0.2 and 0.4 nm. In part (c) note that the
curve for 0.4 nm is to the left of the curves for 0 and 0.2 nm. Other values
of I are omitted for clarity because they closely overlap the values shown.
Because this is yet another model that gives weaker
repulsions than the truncated virial approximation,
detailed figures are not presented.
An Approximate Continuation of the Virial
Expansion Power Series
Evidently the smeared charge model overestimates the
effect of electrostatic repulsion, which is to be expected
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because the charges are assumed not to avoid one another.
By contrast the hexagonal lattice model and the truncated
virial approximation underestimate it. In the hexagonal
lattice model, underestimation is inevitable, but in the
mobile, discrete charge model it is largely a consequence of
the approximation entailed in truncating the series. At low
adsorption densities, nB20 << 1, ions spend most of the time
in regions of low electrostatic potential energy, i.e., each
avoids an area of extent roughly B20 around each other ion.
When n approaches B-j, this avoidance becomes impos-
sible. The electrochemical potential must then rise dramat-
ically as the ions are forced closer together. Such an
increase cannot be predicted by only a few terms of an
expansion such as Eq. 3. This difficulty is hardly new. In
theories of other dense gases, even when as many as six
virial coefficients are known, it is still necessary to devise
an approximate continuation for the rest of the infinite
series (Ree and Hoover, 1964). The simplest way we have
found to continue the infinite series is as follows: (a) All
the coefficients such as B21, B22, or B3, in Eq. 3 that
describe higher-order interactions between charges on
opposite sides of the membrane are set to zero. (b) The
higher coefficients that relate to repulsions between
charges all on the same side of the membrane are
arbitrarily set as B30 = '/2B40 - 2B0, By,=A20 and
so on. The justification for (a) is that the electrostatic
potential energy of one ion due to all the ions on the
opposite side is already quite well approximated by the
existing term B, ,n"kT, which is a lower estimate of the true
value. An upper estimate can be obtained as q212n"1(EEod)
by considering the ions on the opposite side to be uniformly
smeared over the layer at d - 1. For d = 3.51 nm, e = 2.1,
and I between 0.05 and 0.3 nm, these bracketing estimates
differ in value by <5%, and both are substantially smaller
than the potential energy of one ion due to the other ions on
the same side. The underlying reason why a smeared
charge approximation is so much better for across-
membrane repulsions than for same-side repulsions is that
the former are much weaker. Fig. 1 shows that the
repulsion energy for a pair of ions on opposite sides of the
membrane remains much less than kT even at closest
approach; therefore from the point of view of the ion whose
energy we are considering, the ions on the far side are
hardly perturbed from a uniform random distribution.
Assumption (b) is adopted because it is simple, gives
mathematically compact expressions, gets B30 approxi-
mately correct, and gives the desired steep rise in repulsion
as n approaches B-j. Thus the surface pressure and
chemical potentials become
kT= n'[l -ln(I - n'B20)]
+ n"[1 - ln (1 - n"B20)] + B,ln'n" , (13)
=,u° + qlAV/d + B,,n"kT
+ kT ln 1 'B + Li2 (n'B20)] (14a)
A"= AO + q(d - I)AV/d + B1,n'kT
+ kT[ln 1 --nB_ + Li2(n"B20)]. (14b)
In Eq. 14 the function Li2(x) is the dilogarithm function
defined as
-fox t-' In (1 - t) dt and tabulated and dis-
cussed by Lewin (1958). For small x, Li2 (x) t x, and
Li2 (1) = ir2/6 1.645. Expressions for g and II on a
monolayer are identical to Eqs. 13 and 14 a with B20
replaced by B2%0 and ni" set to zero. Eqs. 13 and 14 have been
used to calculate curves for comparison with the experi-
mental data as before. These are plotted in Figs. 5 a-c. The
fit is considerably better than in Figs. 2-4 (truncated virial
series, smeared charge model, and hexagonal lattice mod-
el), though the only adjustable parameters are the same
two as before, the adsorption constant ,B and the depth of
burial 1.
In Fig. 5 a the best-fitting value of I is 0.15 nm, which
can simulate the experimental data over the entire range of
concentrations fairly well. The curves actually bend over at
the highest concentrations because once the adsorption
density on either side of the membrane at rest exceeds
1/2B-2, no voltage pulse however large can shift all the ions
from one side to the other. Instead charge transfer has to
stop as the higher density approaches B-j, even if the lower
density has not been completely depleted. Thus for n >
12B-1,AQmax=, q (d - 21) (B-20'- n)/d. In Figs. 5 b and c
the best-fit values of I seem to be 0.2-0.25 nm. However,
there is some hint in Fig. 5 b that the theoretical curves
ultimately level off in Vc before the experimental points do,
i.e., that repulsion has been overestimated. By contrast, the
need for marginally higher I values to fit Fig. 5 c suggests
that the theory slightly underestimates the repulsion hin-
dering charge transfer.
Both adjustable constants, /3 and 1, can be determined,
independent of the approximations for the repulsion terms,
from the data for very low tetraphenylborate concentra-
tions (10'- to 10-8 M) where the adsorbed charges are so
sparse that they interact negligibly with each other. In that
domain the fraction of the total membrane potential acting
between the adsorption planes, (d - 21)/d, can be deter-
mined from precise measurements of charge transfer AQ
as a function of membrane potential AV, as may be seen
from Eq. 12 by neglecting the repulsion terms. Andersen
(1978) thereby estimated (d - 21)/d as 0.85 to 0.90,
corresponding to I = 0.18 to 0.26 nm. This independent
estimate confirms the reasonableness of the range I =
0.15-0.25 nm derived from Figs 5 a-c. As for the adsorp-
tion constant /3, the observed ratio of AQt., to c for c <
10-8M dictates that,/ (d - 21)/d must equal -0.04 cm for
all of the approximations considered. Thus there is very
little room to vary ,B in fitting the high concentration data.
Probably the most severe deficiency of the mobile
discrete charge model is the difficulty of directly calcu-
lating B40, B_O,..., to confirm the estimates of their
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of the predictions of the extended virial expan-
sion (Eq. 14) with the same experimental data as in Figs. 2-4. The same
values of E, d, 1, and ,8 were assumed. (a) Charge transferred on
application of a large voltage, as a function of aqueous tetraphenylborate
concentration; (b) compensation potentials; (c) charge transfer curves at
1o6M as a function of applied potential. In (a) the large voltage was 200
mV; on the scale of this graph, the only visible effect of assuming a voltage
of 300 mV or greater is to sharpen the peak of each curve.
magnitude. Fortunately the qualitative behavior of the
predicted curves is much the same for a range of alterna-
tive ways of extending the power series. Thus if B30, B40,
B50 ... are set to B2 , B3 B 0 ... then the repulsions for
any given I are strengthened, so that I values from 0.1 to 0.2
nm are the best fitting. Alternatively, if B3o, B40, B50 ... are
taken as I/2B220, /4B20s 'hB42o, etc., the repulsions prove
somewhat weaker than in Eqs. 13 and 14, so I = 0.2 to 0.3
nm becomes the preferred range. We know that B30
correctly calculated from the model is somewhat <'/B220; if
the exact B4o, B50, etc., were also markedly below the
assumed values which give good fits in Fig. 5a-c, that
would indicate that the mobile discrete charge model omits
physical interactions that contribute to repulsion specifi-
cally at the highest densities. Such interactions might
include direct steric interferences from the nonzero vol-
umes of the ions, or dielectric saturation, or partial failure
of the assumed isopotentiality of the aqueous saline-lipid
interface. Nevertheless, the mobile discrete charge model
makes fewer unrealistic physical assumptions then any of
the previous models. It is also better than the others at
fitting all three types of experiment at once, even when its
virial expansion is severely truncated (Fig. 2 a-c). With a
plausible continuation for its infinite series (Eqs. 13 and
14) it does remarkably well at explaining almost all the
experimental data with a narrow range of its most impor-
tant free parameter, the depth of burial 1, closely matching
estimates from independent experiments. This success
indicates the utility of explicitly considering lipid-soluble
ions in membranes as discrete charges whose lateral distri-
bution is controlled by equilibrium statistics.
APPENDIX
In the conventional hexagonal lattice and cut-off disk models, adsorption
isotherms for ions are calculated from a micropotential and the Boltz-
mann equation, sometimes with an additional factor to account for the
entropy of mixing of the ions with the other molecules adsorbed at the
surface. The micropotential in turn is the electrostatic potential at the site
of one ion which results from the presence of all the other ions. It is
calculated from a pair potential (e.g., Eqs. 1 or 2) and an assumed
distribution of the other adsorbed ions. The approximations inherent in
these procedures have been reviewed (MacDonald and Barlow, 1964;
Barlow and MacDonald, 1967; Levine et al., 1967).
Hexagonal Lattice Model
If the ions are assumed to be hexagonally close packed, i.e., adsorbed to
the vertices of a triangular lattice, the spacing between nearest neigh-
bours, s(n), is related to the surface density n by s(n) = 21/2 3-l/4 n- /2.
The contribution to the micropotential from ions on the same side of the
membrane becomes
#(n) = E tp(r, 1) = 6 E -E[(i2-ij + j2)1/2 s(n), l] (Al)
lattice i- I j-O
where %p(r, 1) is the pair potential given by Eq. 2 with z = 1. The potential
due to ions on the opposite side depends upon the registration of the two
lattices. In positive registration the closest ion on the opposite side is
assumed to be directly opposite, but in negative registration the closest ion
is as far away as allowed by the lattice spacing. Positive registration is not
preferred. There are, however, two difficulties that prevent immediate
acceptance of negative registration. First, even if same side repulsion is
strong enough to impose a local lattice structure, opposite side repulsions
will not be strong enough to impose negative registration, as argued in the
main text. Second, negative registration cannot be maintained for all ions
at once unless the surface densities and lattice spacings on the two sides
are identical. There can be little doubt that the opposite side contribution
should lie somewhere between the two registrations, and that at low
densities a more accurate estimate than either of the extremes can be
obtained by assuming that opposite side ions are smeared. Fortunately, at
high densities the estimates from the two registrations converge to the
same value as the smeared charge estimate. For instance even for very
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deep burial that overstates opposite side repulsion, I - d/2r, and for a
charge density near the upper end of the experimental range so that
s(n) = d - 3.51 nm the positive and negative registration estimates differ
from the smeared charge estimate, 2.88kT/q, by only 0.26kT/q and
-0.17 kT/q respectively. Therefore in our calculations we have used the
smeared charge estimate, d'ql2/(ed), for the part of the micropotential
contributed by the ions on the far side of the membrane. Thus the
chemical potentials of the ions on the two sides of the bilayer are given
by
'= i° + kTln n' + qlAV/d + q4(n') + q212n"/(eeod) (A2)
,u" = i0 + kTln n" + q(d-l)AV/d
+ q0(n") + q212n'/(ffod). (A3)
On a monolayer the lattice sum analogous to (Al) is known (Andersen et
al., 1978) to yield 8.89 q12n3/2/(2feo), so that
Am = + kT In n + 8.89 q212 n3/2/(27rfo). (A4)
Figures 4a-c were calculated from Eqs. (A2) - (A4) in close analogy to
Eqs. 7-12.
Andersen et al. found that the hexagonal lattice model produced an
excellent fit of just the monolayer compensation potential data if e as well
as I was allowed to vary. However, the best fit values of I and e were 1.0
nm and 8 respectively; unfortunately this value of I is much too large to fit
the membrane data, and E = 8 is unrealistically large for a monolayer
which was assumed to have a uniform dielectric constant throughout its
thickness.
Cut-off Disk Model
In the cut-off disk model, an ion is surrounded by a circular charge free
region. Beyond the cut-off radius, the charge is taken as smeared at
constant density. Grahame (1958) proposed that the area of the disk
should be the same as the area per adsorbed ion. Levine et al. (1965; 1967;
for more recent references see Levine and Fawcett, 1979) have shown that
the area per ion is much too large as an estimate for the area of the disk at
low ion densities, and have suggested instead a revised cut-off disk model.
For low ion densities, they propose a constant cut-off radius rco defined
by
g-O_= 4 [1 -exp(-qep/kT)]2rrdr = 2B20o (AS)
They then calculate the same-side contribution to the micropotential as
(n) = n f qp(r)27rr dr. (A6)
Wang and Bruner (1978) have used a similar model to treat the
non-equilibrium properties of ions adsorbed to membranes.
In the Levine et al. revised cut-off model, 4/(n) is proportional to n, so
that the predictions of the model using Eqs. A2 and A3 have the same
functional form as a virial expansion truncated after the B20 and Bi,
terms. However, because q I(n) < 2B2onkT for each 1, the revised cut-off
model predicts yet weaker repulsions, i.e., the predicted adsorptions
deviate less from ideality, the compensation potentials are larger in
magnitude, and the charge-transfer curves are steeper functions of
potential. The estimate for 4,(n) from the original Grahame (1958) model
is even smaller, and hence leads to even greater discrepancies with the
experimental data.
We thank Drs. S. McLaughlin and O. Andersen for the tabulated
experimental data for the charge transfer vs. voltage plots and for helpful
discussion.
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